Introduction

The radical treatment of malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM) with multimodality therapy including radical surgery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy has been associated with prolonged survival outcomes (1,2). The addition of chemotherapy to cancer-directed surgery has been shown to improve survival compared with surgery alone, with an even larger survival benefit with the addition of radiation therapy (3). However, there is limited evidence regarding the long-term survival benefits, particularly in the context of the high morbidity and mortality associated with this type of radical approach to treatment (2,4-17). The majority of these studies are non-randomised and utilize variations of the three modalities, with no standardized approach agreed on internationally. A recent systematic review outlined the lack of evidence regarding the use of multimodality therapy in MPM, with only two randomized trials available for analysis (18-20). Neither trial was powered to detect a difference in clinical outcome and as such conclusions regarding efficacy of multimodality therapy cannot be drawn from them. Radical surgery with either extrapleural pneumonectomy (EPP) or extended pleurectomy decortication (EPD) aims to achieve macroscopic complete resection of the tumour (12,21-23). An R0 resection can rarely be achieved, except possibly in cases of localized mesothelioma tumours or early stage tumours after neoadjuvant therapy, and there is a high risk of local disease progression, therefore systemic therapy is recommended with chemotherapy, and/or radiation therapy alongside radical surgery (24-26).

The combination of cisplatin and pemetrexed is the standard first line chemotherapy treatment in MPM due to the survival advantage over cisplatin alone (27). This survival increase was small but has been the only treatment shown to give a survival benefit, and as such has been included in almost all published multimodality treatment strategies. There have been recent advances in targeted agents and immunotherapy strategies with antibodies against programmed cell death protein 1/programmed cell
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death ligand 1 (PD1/PDL1) and cytotoxic t-lymphocyte associated protein 4 (CTLA4), yet platinum-pemetrexed remains the only proven systemic therapy for MPM.

The optimal timing of platinum-pemetrexed chemotherapy within the context of multimodality therapy has not yet been established (28). There are proponents of neoadjuvant and of adjuvant therapy with no evidence to strongly support one approach above the other with radical surgery (4-6,8-11,29-31). As yet there have been no published trials comparing the two, although several phase 2 studies have shown that chemotherapy as a part of multimodality therapy is safe and may be beneficial (11,32-35). Following this chemotherapy treatment there are limited systemic treatment options outside clinical trials. There is therefore also a rationale for reserving this chemotherapy option following maximal debulking with radical surgery until there is evidence of disease progression (28).

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy is often utilized as part of multimodality treatment, particularly in the context of EPP and adjuvant hemithoracic radiotherapy. A standardized regimen using platinum-pemetrexed doublet has been shown to be feasible in these patients (2,6,8-11,29). Although the studies investigating the use of neoadjuvant chemotherapy have usually reported good median overall survival outcomes of between 16.8–25.5 months, the efficacy of this approach has not been proven and these studies are fraught with issues such as failure to complete all modes of treatment and no intention to treat analyses. High levels of patient fitness are required to undergo this type of regime and it may be that the relatively good survival outcomes are a consequence of patient selection.

There are several rationales for giving neoadjuvant therapy as opposed to adjuvant therapy in the context of radical surgery. In other tumour types, neoadjuvant therapy is usually utilized to downstage a tumour, in order to render patients operable or allow for more easily tolerated surgical approaches to be pursued, or to improve prognosis directly through reduction of micrometastatic disease prior to surgery. Downtstaging by reduction of the tumour bulk may play a part in the efficacy of neoadjuvant chemotherapy in MPM (5,11). However, it does not give a quantifiable technical advantage at operation. A complete pathological response to chemotherapy is rare, with studies showing a response rate of 29–67%, and has not been shown to give a long-term benefit to overall or progression free survival (27,29,36,37). Distant spread is uncommon in MPM with disease progression following surgical resection usually occurring in the ipsilateral hemithorax (38-41). This may suggest that micrometastatic disease is of lower importance in MPM than in other tumour types, thus negating this particular perceived benefit of systemic neoadjuvant treatment.

Many believe that chemotherapy is better tolerated in the neoadjuvant setting due to the morbidity associated with radical surgery, and therefore more cycles can be given (4-6,8,9,11,29). However, the standard approach in MPM is usually to give three or four cycles of neoadjuvant therapy compared with six after surgery so as to not delay surgical resection (35,42-44). Particularly with the increasing use of EPD, the number tolerated post-operatively has been shown to exceed that given as induction therapy in some cases (28). It may be true that the chemotherapy better reaches the tumour pre-operatively due to the intact blood supply but this has not been proven.

Possibly the most important factor in the good results seen following neoadjuvant chemotherapy is patient selection. Disease progression during chemotherapy can render patients unresectable and therefore will select out those patients with tumours which have a more aggressive phenotype. It also selects out patients who are unable to tolerate chemotherapy and who would also most likely have a poorer outcome in terms of morbidity and mortality from radical surgery. This leads to a fitter cohort of patients undergoing radical resection after neoadjuvant chemotherapy, who may have a better prognosis biological phenotype. There is another theory that has been put forward against neoadjuvant chemotherapy in that in the context of intratumour heterogeneity, chemo-sensitive cells will be killed pre-operatively, leaving a smaller bulk of tumour but which may comprise of a population of more aggressive chemo-resistant cells (45,46). This could explain the rapid tumour progression that is sometimes seen in patients following radical surgery and neoadjuvant chemotherapy.

For these reasons any future trials of neoadjuvant chemotherapy must include an intention to treat analysis and not simply report outcomes of those who underwent the entire trial protocol. The attrition from these trials skew the results, and the patient selection bias inherent in
retrospective studies make it difficult to determine the true benefit, or harm, of neoadjuvant chemotherapy.

**Adjuvant chemotherapy**

There is currently limited evidence in support of adjuvant chemotherapy following radical surgery for MPM. Many of the previous trials of multimodality therapy have used the protocol of neoadjuvant chemotherapy, radical surgery (EPP in the main) and adjuvant hemithoracic radiotherapy as previously discussed. True adjuvant chemotherapy is chemotherapy commenced within 3 months of operation.

There is evidence from the International Association for the Study of Lung Cancer (IASLC) staging committee project that the provision of adjuvant therapy is an independent prognostic factor for survival from MPM (47). With the increasing use of EPD rather than EPP, hemithoracic radiation is less commonly used and more centres are moving to upfront radical surgery followed by chemotherapy. Following EPP many patients are not able to tolerate chemotherapy in the immediate adjuvant period, however with this increasing use of EPD, post-operative recovery is faster and most patients are able to commence chemotherapy within 8 weeks of surgery (17,28,30,48). One retrospective study found that survival of patients who underwent radical surgery plus adjuvant chemotherapy had a significant survival over those who received chemotherapy alone (19.8 vs. 11.7 months) and that the receipt of chemotherapy was an independent prognostic factor for survival (49). However, given that there is only one proven line of chemotherapy available, some oncologists advocate reserving this until there is evidence of disease progression as there will otherwise be limited therapeutic options on relapse (27). There is also an argument for reserving the use of platinum-pemetrexed as many of the clinical trial protocols of novel therapies include these agents, and there is the possibility that previous treatment may lead to trial exclusion.

There may be a benefit to giving “true” adjuvant chemotherapy over reserving it until progression in patients who have non-epithelioid disease and/or pathological nodal disease (28) (Figure 1). These patients have poor prognosis tumours in the first instance and are most likely to develop progression relatively quickly. In patients with N1 disease [8th TNM staging system, N2 disease if referring to the 7th TNM staging system (50)] who undergo radical surgery, their survival is similar to those who have chemotherapy treatment alone so additional systemic therapy is required and the new ASCO guidelines mandate that that be neoadjuvant chemotherapy in cases of histologically proven N1 disease (26,27). It follows that in unsuspected N1 disease found at operation, then adjuvant chemotherapy would be required.

If adjuvant chemotherapy is planned, it must be ensured that the patient is likely to be fit enough to undergo this treatment following radical surgery. If they are thought to be of borderline fitness for surgery, with poor ECOG performance status for example, it may be more appropriate for them to undergo neoadjuvant chemotherapy given that their fitness will be worsened in the immediate post-operative setting regardless of the operation type, EPP or EPD (23,28).

The “EORTC Randomized Phase II Study of Pleurectomy/Decortication (P/D) Preceded or Followed
by Chemotherapy in Patients With Early Stage Malignant Pleural Mesothelioma” trial is currently ongoing (NCT02436733). It aims to evaluate the optimum timing of chemotherapy as part of multimodality therapy for MPM by comparing pleurectomy/decortication either preceded by three cycles of cisplatin-pemetrexed chemotherapy, or followed by three cycles of cisplatin-pemetrexed. The study is due to close in 2020 and will hopefully shed light on the ideal timing of chemotherapy treatment.

**Alternative administrations of chemotherapy**

The most common site of progression following radical surgery for MPM is in the ipsilateral hemithorax, and with the relatively high local progression rate, the use of intrapleural therapies have become more prevalent (24,38,39,51). These have mainly used platinum-based heated chemotherapy or photodynamic therapy (PDT). The objective of radical surgery, either by EPP or EPD, is to achieve complete macroscopic resection, and by definition cannot achieve an R0 resection. Thus, intracavitary therapies have been introduced to improve the effect of local resection.

The combination of heat, intracavitary perfusion is usually at 42°C, along with a chemotherapeutic agent results in increased cell membrane permeability, having a direct cytotoxic effect on tumour cells (52). The heat increases the cytotoxicity of particular chemotherapy agents, and can increase the drug penetration into tissues in a temperature-dependent way (53-57). Intraoperative instillation of platinum-based chemotherapy into the chest has been shown to be safe in selected experienced institutions, and can lead to favourable median overall and progression free survival outcomes (15,58-60). The optimum dose has not yet been established, with varying protocols between studies (61,62). One study showed an increase in time to progression from 12.8 to 27.1 months, and overall survival from 22.8 to 35.5 months in clinically matched patients receiving hyperthermic intrapleural chemotherapy (63). This route of administration requires further evaluation in a randomised trial setting, and although published results look promising, the institutional requirements and prolongation of operation times may preclude its uptake in many centres.

The use of intraoperative PDT following surgery for MPM has been investigated in a few small phase I and II trials, and observational studies (64-66). A photosensitizing agent is administered to the patient, usually Photofrin (porfiner sodium) or Foscam (meta-tetra hydroxylphenyl chlorin). A light source with a specific wavelength is then placed into the pleura following resection. When the light source is activated, the oxygen present becomes a more reactive form known as “singlet oxygen”. This causes cell membrane damage and triggers a cytotoxic immune response. Overall survival of up to 32 months has been reported, although the levels of local progression, effectively local treatment failure, have been high. One randomized control trial of PDT following radical surgery showed there to be no benefit to adding PDT to the normal multimodality radical treatment of MPM (67). A recent publication has shown a 36-month overall survival following EPD and intraoperative PDT, with adjuvant chemotherapy. This survival increased to 88 months in pathological node negative patients (68). The future of multimodality therapy for MPM may involve the use of an intraoperative therapy alongside radical resection and either neoadjuvant or adjuvant therapy, but this requires further randomized trial investigation, and improved methods of utilization.

**ASCO guidelines 2018**

Evidence based guidelines regarding the management of MPM have recently been published by an expert panel within the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) (26). They have produced recommendations spanning diagnostics, staging and treatment options. Several recommendations were made regarding the use of chemotherapy as part of radical treatment alongside radical surgery as outlined below.

(I) Maximal surgical cytoreduction as a single modality treatment is generally insufficient; additional antineoplastic treatment (chemotherapy and/or radiation therapy) should be administered;

(II) Since surgical cytoreduction is not expected to yield an R0 resection, it is strongly recommended that multimodality therapy with chemotherapy and/or radiation therapy should be administered;

(III) Chemotherapy may be given pre- or postoperatively in the context of multimodality treatment;

(IV) In the context of multimodality treatment, four to six cycles of pemetrexed/platin-based chemotherapy may be administered pre- or postoperatively;

(V) Patients with transdiaphragmatic disease, multifocal chest wall invasion, or histologically confirmed contralateral mediastinal or supraclavicular lymph node involvement should undergo neoadjuvant
treatment before consideration of maximal surgical cytoreduction;
(VI) Patients with ipsilateral, histologically confirmed mediastinal lymph node involvement should only undergo maximal surgical cytoreduction in the context of multimodality therapy (neoadjuvant or adjuvant chemotherapy).

Conclusions

At present there is no consensus regarding the timing of chemotherapy as part of multimodality therapy for MPM (28). It is widely accepted that chemotherapy should be given alongside surgery with radical intent, although further research is required in order to determine the optimum strategy for multimodality treatment of MPM.
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